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Models for infinite sequences of noncommuting operators 
GELU POPES CU 
In fl], J. W. BUNCE developed a model theory for «-tuples of not necessarily 
commuting operators, extending the work of A. E. FRAZHO [4] for pairs of operators. 
He proved, for a finite number of operators on Hilbert space, versions of the Rota 
model theorem, the de Branges—Rovnyak model theorem, and the coisometric 
extension theorem. 
The aim of this paper is to extend these results for infinite sequences of non-
commuting operators, to generalize some results due to B . SZ. -NAGY [8] and G . C . 
ROTA [7] [5, Problem 121] and to give some necessary and sufficient conditions for 
simultaneous similarity. We shall prove all these results without using the theorems 
above mentioned (for a finite number of operators). 
1. Let J? be a Hilbert space and B(JV) be the algebra of all bounded operators 
in stf. We recall that a coisometry V^B(J^) is called pure if V -»0 (strongly) as «— 
In [1, Proposition 2] J. W. Bunce proved that for any finite family {A^ l^ i ' ^n} 
(TJ£N) of operators such that r(A{)< 1 for each i, (r(T) denoting the spectral radius n 
of an operator T£B(Ji?)), and 2 Ix (/*. is the identity on JF), there are a 
Hilbert space and pure coisometries. {5,-; l s / ^ w } acting on X such that 
Si(J^)c^f, S,\je=Ai for each i and StSrj= 0 for /Vy. 
We begin with a theorem which generalizes Proposition 1 of [1] and the above 
mentioned result, replacing the condition that r(A,)-<l by the condition A"-*0 
(strongly) as n » . Let us consider A and J to be sets of indices such that card A s . 
Proposi t ion 1.1. Let sfa = {Aaii: i£A}<zB(3tf) for each aThen the 
following two conditions are equivalent: 
a) 2 AltAa.t-1^ for each a£J. 
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b) There exist a Hilbert space JTz)^? and families of coisometries Va= 
= {Vati; i£A}czB(X) («£/) such that 
VxA(X)<zX and = AtJ for each a a , i(LA. 
iZA 
One can even require that Vx i be a pure coisometry for every a£J and z'£ A for which 
Ana i-+ 0 (strongly) as N—<=°. 
Proof . It is easy to see that b) implies a). 
Conversely, assume that for each a£/, 2 ^r- Consider the Hilbert 
space H = © where 3Pati is a copy of the Hilbert space and the a£J, i(.A 
operator T£B(H) defined by 
T{ © K,,) = © Aa>thXil. xZJ,i£A aZJ.iZA 
Note that T is a contraction. Indeed, 
• l i n © hXti)f = 2 ( 2 K i K i K 1. M s 2 1 1 ^ , i l l 2 s II © haJ\\\ . . " a£J,iZA . aiJ itA . . *tJ aiJ,i€A 
for every © haA£H. aeJ.iSA 
Let us determine a Hilbert space KDH and a coisometry V£B(K) such that 
F ( H ) c H and V\H = T. Let K = H ® J i , where Jt is a Hilbert space which we 
shall determine: With respect to this decomposition of K the matrix of V is 
where X: M+H and Y: Ji^Jt satisfy the relations: 
(1.1) TT*+XX* = IB, XY* = 0, YY* = Ijt. 
Since F is a coisometry, the Wold decomposition of the Hilbert space J i with 
respect to 7* is Jt =Ji^@J{i and Y—S*®U, where. S;.is the unilateral shift 
CP 
acting on Jt0= © :Y*»(£?), <£=J(QY*(J{) is the wandering subspace of S, r=o 
e o 
and U is a unitary operator acting on Jix=JiQ = f ] Y*-"(JZ). n°0 
The relation XY*=0 implies Therefore, with respect to the de-
composition K=K®Jf0®Ji1, the matrix of V is 
T X o' 
0 S* 0 
0 0 u 
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where X,stands for X\M^. .Therefore X: H- and the relations (1.1) become 
(1.2) TT*+XX* = IH, XS = 0. 
Obviously, wè can consider 
UT, = e\<£) = {(Xl, x2, ...); xtçsr, 2 IMI2 i=i 
and S\ „, S(xl7 x2, ...)=(0, xt, x2,...). Since XS=0, it follows that 
^(O.^x,^, ...)=0 for every y£<£ satisfying 2 lljil!^00- We embed JSP in i=i 
<f2(.S?) by identifying the element ¿^Se with the element (/, 0,0, ...)et2(£C). In the 
sequel X stands for X\x. Thus the relations (1.2) become 
(1.3) TT*+XX* = /H, 
where X: JS?-H. 
The relation (1.3) holds for ¿?=H and X=(IH-TT*)112. With respect to the 
decomposition H = © we have X— © Xxi, where Xx ¡: H-^Mf. aÇJ.iÇA ai J, {ÇA 
Taking into account (1.3), the following relations hold: 
„ „.. |~*»'-..i+2ra.,2?ii : f o r «€/,' ieA, (1.4) - 0, for a£J, i * j, i, je A. 
Let {1,2, . . .}=U Ni such that i\r.nA^=0 ( i^ j ) and 'cardiV^Ko for 
each A. Setting N, = n(2°, ...}, where H^CK^C... for each i£A, we define 
H)) by 
Zi(h1,h2,...) = (hn[o,hni„,...), hj£H, (2W2<»). 
Note: that Z iZf=/ i r i (H) (i£/l), and Z (Z*=0 (iVy)-
Consider the Hilbert space Jf ®/2(H) and define ^ ¡ e ^ W (a6/, i€/l) 
by the matrix 
- to z,s*) 
where WXti ( a A ) stands for the operator Za i i©090©.... By (1.4) a simple 
computation shows that for every ct£J, i£A we have 
XtKi = Ix> W = ° and. 
- Let. us prove that, if (strongly) as -n—°o for some a€/„ then 
Vx".-*0 (strongly) as n-*°o for the same a£/, i£A. Note that, with respect to the 
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Let y=(0, . . . , 0 ,y m , 0 ,0 , ...)€<^(H), where m £ l , and let n=~m. Since 
m—1 times 
fh,h3, . . .)=0 for every (0, h2, ha, it follows that, if there exists 
l S p S m such that (ZiS*)py=(ym, 0,0, ...), then 
¿AlMZtSy-Jy = A^W^iZ^yy, 
j=o 
otherwise we have 
i A^W^Z^r-iy = AltWxJy. j=o 
In both the cases, since 0 (strongly) as it follows that 
2 AliW^Sy-'y ~ 0 as 
j=o 
Since (Z;5*)"-0 (strongly) too, it follows that as for 
every hay? and all y of the form above mentioned. But, the span of all the vectors 
y of considered types is the Hilbert space /2(H) and ^ 1 for each « € { 1 , 2 , . . . } . 
Thus, we have that V"ti—0 (strongly) as °° for the same a€/ , i£A for which 
A" t-r0 (strongly) as «-<-«>. This completes the proof. 
We remark that, if card A =card / = 1 , we find again the Coisometric extension 
theorem and the de Branges—Rovnyak model theorem (see [9], [5]). The result of 
E . D U R S Z T and B. SZ . -NAGY [2] is contained also in Proposition 1 .1 . 
2. We say that a family si = {Ai}iiAc:B(3^') is simultaneously similar to a 
family @ = {Bi}i€A<zB(X) if there exists an invertible operator R€B(X, X ) 
so that Al=R~1BiR for every i£A. 
In what follows we shall obtain a generalization of a result due to B . S Z . - N A G Y 
[8], that is, an operator A€B(X) is similar to an isometry if and only if there exist 
a s i » 0 such that 
b\\hP ^ \\A"hV =§ a||A|P 
for every n£N. 
We shall also obtain a generalization of Rota's model theorem, for infinite 
sequences of operators, and we shall give some necessary and sufficient conditions 
for ¿family {Ai}i(iAc:B(j^) to be simultaneously similar to a family {Ti}iiA(zB(X') 
of contractions with 2 T i " r i - I j f - ' 
Let us denote by F(k, A) the set of all functions from the set {1, 2,. . . , k) to 
the set A. For s/={Ai}ieA<zB(X) and f€F(k, A), let Af=A/0)A/(2)... A/(k). 
The following two lemmas are simple extensions of Lemmas 4 and 5 from [1]. 
We omit the proofs. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let s/={Ai}iiA<zB(3^') such that the series 2 A? A t is con-i€A 
vergent in the strong operator topology (if card A = K0>). 
a) If l^m^n, then 2 A*fAf= 2 A*A 2 ^ X K -
f£F(n,A) q£F(n — m,A) aZHm.A) " 
b) For any m , » s l || 2 4^/11=11 2 ^ H l l " 
Lemma 2.2. Let jt/ = {Ai}ieAczB(jf) with 2 strongly convergent. i€A 
Then 
i im| | ^ A f A f W m = i n f {II 
Define 
r(sé) = inf {|| 2" A}Af\\V*»}. . m fiHm,A) 
For A with card A = 1 we find again the well-known formula for the spectral radius 
of an operator. The case when card A c is considered in [1]. 
Proposi t ion 2.3. Lei ^ = {Ai}iiAdB(3^). The following statements are 
equivalent: 
a) There exists a family of contractions ^~={Ti}iiAc:B(3e) with 2TiTi-Ix HA 
such that si is simultaneously similar to ST. 
b) There exists a positive invertible operator P^B(^f) such that 2 AfPA^P. iCA 
Proof. Assume a) and let be an invertible operator such that At = 
=R~1TiR for each id A. Since 
2 T?Tt = (R-1T(2 AtR*RAt)R~i =§ I* ItA tiA 
it follows that 2 A*PA^P, where P=R*R. Conversely, assume b) and con-
• HA 
sider Ti=RAiR~1, where R=P1/2. Thus, 2T?Ti-Ix and the proof is complete. lid 
A necessary condition for simultaneous similarity is the following 
Proposi t ion 2.4. If a family &/={Aí}íeAc:B(Jf) is simultaneously similar to a family of contractions with 2 Ti^i-1** then there 
exists Af=»0 such that • 
2 \\Afh\\2^.M\\h\\2 fiF(n,A) 
for every and T J £ N . In particular itfollows that 
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Proof.- According to Proposition 2.3 there is a positive invertible,opera tor 
ReB(X) suchthat T^RA.R'1 for each ie A. By Lemma 2.1 we have . 
II 2 T/Tf\\ ^ \ \ 2 T t m k ^ l for any A:€N. 
' , fiFik.A) . " "iHA . . r >.• 
Since Af=R~1TfR ( f£F(k, A)j, it follows that 
|| 2 AfM\^m%\\,2 T;(R-^Tf\\ s p i p Hi?-1!2 
for any &€N. By Lemma 2.2 it is simple to deduce that 1. 
The following proposition is a generalization of the result due to B. S Z . - N A G Y 
{8] (for single operators) and the proof is on the same line. 
P ropos i t i on 2.5. Let sf={Ai}iiAczB(X). The following two conditions 
are equivalent: 
a) There exists /f~={^}i£AczB(X) with 2vi*vi=1* such that ^ is simul-i€A 
taneously similar to i f . 
b) There exist a=b>0 such that 
b\\h\\*s 2 l A f W & a W * 
f€Fy,,A) 
for any hex and N £ N . 
Proof . Assume a) and let ReB(X) be a positive invertible operator such that 
Ai=R~1ViR for each ieA. Since 2Y*V i '= Ix-> we have, using Lemma 2.1, 
(2.1) 2 VfVf = 1* for any n6N. 
/ 6 F(n, A) 
As in the proof of Proposition 2.4, we obtain that 
2 M / W ^ O T I I ^ - T l l f t l l 2 fZF(n,A) 
for any hex, neN. On the other hand using (2.1), we have 
? W Z WfRhF = - ¡ j p - l l ^ l l 2 ^ | , R | , S - 1 | | 2 
for any hex, n£N. 
Conversely, assume condition b) is true. If card we can take 
y l = N - { l , 2,.,.}. 2 \\Afh\\2 is convergent for hex and «6N, whence f(F(n,A) 
2 (A/hj^, Afh2) is convergent for every /z,, h2eX and Since for any fZF{n,A) 
hu h^eX we have that 
| 2 (¿A, AfhJ\ g (^XII/^IP+UM2) 
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for every n£N, we can define for any ht 
(h1,"h2) = UM '2 (ASK, Afh2), ' . 
where LIM means a Banach limit. 
Taking into account, the properties of the Banach limit we see that ( . , . ) is 
a hermitian bilinear form and 
(2.2) ¿pll2 (h, h) = LIM 2 I Mr All2 ^ a||A||2 for each 
. . fZF(n,A) . 
By a well-known theorem on the bounded hermitian bilinear form, there exists a 
selfadjoint operator P^B(^f) such that 
(fh,hd^ (Plh,hJ for all hit 
From (2.2) it follows that b l ^ s P ^ a l ^ , therefore Pis a positive invertible operator. 
oo 
Now we shall show that P= 2 A*PAt. Since the series 2 \\AM2 is con-1 = 1 ¡€4 
oo 
vergent, for every e>0, there exists A:06N such that 2 M . ^ l l 2 — f o r any 
i=k+l 
Thus, for every k ^ k 0 and w£N we have: 
O S 2 2 WAfAihr-2 2 \\AfAM2 = 
¡=1 fZF(n,A) ¡=1 fiF(n.A) 
= 2 2 WAfAM^a 2 \\AM*^B, 
»=* +1 / € F(n, A) l=k+l 
whence it follows • 
* 
O s L I M ( i 2 \\AfA,h\\2)-HM(2 2 IM/ AM2)^« 
»— \ = l feF(n,A) 1=1 f€F(n,A) 
for any Since 
(Ph, h) = LIM 2 \\Afh\\*=UM(2 • 2 \\AfAM2) 
oo / € F ( n + 1 ( / 1 ) n - o o j = = 1 / € F ( B > / 1 ) 
for any we have that 
• 0 s {Ph, h)-2 (LIM 2 WrAM2)^e for any fc 1=1 »—•> f(:FintA) - ' ... 
In other words ,'.• • • ; . . . . . 
. . (Ph, h) =lim J (LIM 2 , \\AfAM2) =-
= j ? = ((2 A*PAt)h, h) for every I"1 . • v- U irnl-l ... 
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Therefore, ^AfPA^P and setting R=P1/2, Vi^=RAiR~1 for each we 
deduce that 2 F* • The case when A is a finite set is even simpler to deduce. 
i€A 
The proof is complete. 
•We now give a necessary and sufficient condition for simultaneous similarity. 
P ropos i t ion 2.6. Let j/={A;}i€Ac:B(X). Then the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
a) There exists ^={Ti}iiAczB(X) with 2Ti"ri-1* such that ^ is simul-
taneously similar to 
b) There exist D£B(X) and 0 such that 
W s 2 \\AfhV+ Z \\DAfhr+...+ 2 \\DAfh\\*+\\DhV^a\\hr ftF(n,y1) f€.F(n—l,A) f£F(l,A) 
for every h$_X, w€N. 
Proof . Assume condition a) is true. Then, according to Proposition 2.3, there 
exists a positive invertible operator P£B(X) such that 2 AfPA^P (we can 
A 
assume that | |P | | s l ) . Let 
D = (P— 2 A*PAj)1/2 
i£A 
and for each h€X and «6 N let 
S„,H= 2 №fh\\2+ 2 \\DA,hr+...+ 2 \\DAfh\\2+\\Dhr. fHF(n,A) f€F(n-l,A) /€F(1,A) 
An easy computation shows that 
Sn,H= 2 (A}Afh,h)~ 2 (AfPAf h, h)+(Ph, h). 
f(F(n,A) f € F(n, A) 
By Proposition 2.4 there exists 0 such that 
2 (A*fAfh,h)HPh,h)^(M+\)\\hr f(.F(p,A) 
for any and n€N. 
On the other hand, since we have 
2 (A*FAfh, h) ^ 2 (AFPAfh, h), 
f€F(n,A) f(F(n,A) 
therefore S^^Ph.^sllR-^-lm2. (where R^P1^) for any h£X and 
Now we shall prove that b) implies a). Let us consider the Hilbert space 
K = X®2® 2/®... where &=DX, 
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and embed tf in K by identifying the element h^M' with the element (h, 0,0, ...)£K. 
Let C (/€ A) with 2 W2 = 1 and define the operators B£B(K) (/'€ A) by 
i€4 
Btiho, ...) = (Aih0, ¿¡Dho, AA, •••). 
For each /€F(n, A) (H£N) we have: 
B/(H0, HI, ...) = (AF(!)... AA/(i)DAF^ ... AF(„)H0, 
1/(1) ̂ /(2) ̂ -<4/(3) ••• Af(n) h<>> •••> 1/(1) ••• l/(n-l)^4/(n) 
1/(1) • • • l/(n) £¿01 l / ^ i > •••) 
where Ay stands for 1/ (1)... l / ( n ) . 
Since 2 |l/l2=l> for any ra£N, it is easy to show (by induction) that, 
/€F?n.A) 
foreach ¿¿{1,2, . . . ,« —1}, 
2 UfW...Xm)DAf(k+1)...Afln)hr= 2 [\DAgh\\* 
feF(r,A) g€F(n-k.A) 
for any hdJtf and w£N. Therefore 
2 WBfiho,^, ...)||2= 2 M A I I 2 + 
fZFin.A) f€F(n,A) 
+ 2 ||^/A0f+...+ 2 \\DAIhX + \\h\\i+... f£F(n-l,A) f€F{l,A) 
for any (h0,hx, ...)£K and n£N. Thus, by the assumption b), there exist a^h>0 
such that 
b\\k\\*^ 2 \\Bfk\\* ^ a\\k\\* for any k£K, n£N. 
/€F(b./0 
According to Proposition 2.5, there exists f = { l ^ i U c 5 ( K ) with 2 v * v i = l n 
¡(.A 
such that the family 3S={Bt}i€A is simultaneously similar to ' f . Let us notice 
that B*i\3r=A*, Bf(^)cz3if. Let Q£B(K) an invertible. operator such that 
Bf=QVi*Q~1 (i£ A) and consider the invertible operator Q0: Q0=Q~1lje, 
where stands for Since B?(3f)c3$f we have tha tJ i*pf 0 )c ,? f 0 (ieA) 
and 
Using the polar decomposition of that is Q0=U\Q0\ where \Q0\ =(QgQ0)1/2 
and U=QO\QQ\-1 we obtain A*=RTfR-\ where i?=|Q0 | -1 and T/f = U*(V:*\iFo)U. 
Now 2 V i * V i = I K implies that 2 T — The proof is complete. 
. . : . . . . HA • • HA 
Remark 2.7. For A with card /1 = 1 the above proposition was proved in [3]. 
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Corollary 2.8: Let D^ = —^A^A^12. If there exists à>0 -such" that 
. ' . —. it A. . . f • . -• * 
(2.3) 2 Ufh\\2+ 2 \\DJ,Afh\\2+... + \\DJ,h\\2^a\\h\\2 
f i Fin, A) , f Ç F(n—1, A) ; 
for any hex and K£N, then the condition b) of Proposition 2.6 is fulfilled. 
Proof. The.upper estimation is trivial. Since for every hÇX, kÇN 
2 (A}Ds/Afh, h) s 2- (AjAfh,,h)- 2 (A}Afh,h), 
fiF(k,A)• fiF(k,A) /€F(*+J,.4) 
we have the lower estimation with 6 = 1. 
The following corollary is a generalization of Rota's model theorem [7]. 
Corol lary 2.9. Let s/={Ai}iiA<zB(X) and suppose that there exists a > 0 
such that 
(2.4) 2( 2 \\Afh\\2)s a\\h\\2. ... 
n 1 f(F(n,A) 
for any hex. Then there exist a Hilbert space XZDX, a family ¿F~{SL)IIA<^B{X) 
of pure coisométries satisfying SI(X)CX (¿ÇA) with orthogonal Initial spaces and 
an invertible operator RÇB(X) such that 
Ai = R~1(Si\3e)R for each ¿ÇA. 
Proof. According to (2.4) and Proposition 2.6 (with there exists 
&={Tt}UAczB(Xy with 2 T i* T i= t t f a n d a n invertible operator R£B(X) such 
HA 
that 
(2.5) At = R-^R (ieA). 
On the other hand, for each iÇ A, 
2\\Alh\\2 ^ 2( 2 ï\Afhe)^a\\h\\2 for any hÇX. n=l /1=1 / € F(n, A) 
Hence (strongly) as and by (2.5) T"—0 (strongly) for any ieA. Applying 
Proposition 1.1, there exist a Hilbert space X p X , a family S^={Si}iiAczB(X) 
of pure coisometries with 2 stSi=Ix-> St(X)czX and ¿>¡1^=7] for each 
i(A 
ieA: Thus, Ai=R~1(Si\^)R (ieA) and the proof is complete. 
Remark 2.10. For A with' card A = 1 we find again the Rota model theorem, 
namely, if there exists a > 0 such that 2 M"'Ill2=iIll'Ill2 for anyhÇX (equivalent 
n = 1 
to r 1), then ^ is similar to à part of a backward shift. 
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We now give some conditions equivalent to condition (2/4) in Corollary 2-.9-.-
The proof of the following proposition is almost identical to that of [1, Proposition 
6]. We omit the proof. 
Proposi t ion 2.11. Let si = {Ai}i(AczB(Jif). The: following conditions, "are 
equivalent. 
a) There is, a positive operator P^B(^) such that ( 2 A*PA^+IX=P. • • ' ' •.. . '. ¡£4... 
b) The, series 2 AfAi. anc^ 2 ( 2 A / A f ) a r e strongly convergent. 
• i£A n = l f£F(n,A) 
c) The series 2 AfA{ is strongly convergent .and r(s#)< 1. 
• . - H.A . '. ••• . .. •• '• 
d) There is a>0 such that 2 ( 2 \\Afhf)^a\W for any hetf. n = l f(FXn.A) ' -
Remark 2.12. If 2 A t A w h e r e r< 1, then the family s / = {Ai}i(A 
satisfies the condition d) of Proposition 2.11. 
3. In this section we generalize the result from [5], namely, an operator AdB(^f) 
is similar to a contraction if and only if there exists k£N such that Ak is similar to 
a contraction; We,shall also obtain a formula for r(si), where si={Ai}ieAc:B(Jf) 
with 2 A t A strongly convergent, which generalizes the well-known formula for 
HA 
the spectral radius of an operator AeB(jf)^ that is, 
" ' r(A) = inf ||5-M5|i, 
where the infimum is taken for all invertible operators (see [5, Problem 122]). 
Proposi t ion 3-1- Let ¿¡/={Ai}iiA<zB(3if). The following statements are 
equivalent: 
a) There is a family (g={Cl\iiA<zB(yi?) with 2ctCi-T* such that ^ HA • 
is simultaneously similar to 
b) There are ke N and a family = {r{/)}/€f()k>yl) ) with 2 Tu)T(f) -. ; 1 . f£F(k,A) 
Six such that the family sik={Aj-}fiF(ktA) is simultaneously similar to 3Tk. 
Moreover, a) implies b) for all k£ N. 
! - Proof. Assume.cohditi6n,a).is true. Let R£BX&) an invertible operator such 
that ' A^R^CiR (/€ A). Hence Af=R~1CfR for f£F(k, A), keN. Setting 
Tif)=Cf for / £ F(k, A), k£ N, we have that for each ke N the family sik is simul-
taneously similar to 3fk. ..... 
¡Conversely, assume b) is true. By Proposition 2.3 there is. a. positive invertible 
operator P£B (<?f) such that 
(3.1) 2 A*,PAf7£P. . ; fiHktA) 
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Let us consider the positive invertible operator QÇB(X) given by the relation 
Q = P+K2( 2 A,PAF)-n=i fen<i.A) 
Taking into account (3.1) we have 
2 AFQAI = 2 ( 2 AFPAF) S P+ K£ ( 2 AFPAF) = Q. TÇA N=1 FTF^.A) N=L F£F(N,A) 
It then follows from Proposition 2.3 that a) is true, so the proof is complete. 
Coro l l a ry 3.2. LET J>/ = {AI}L€AC=B(JF) BE SUCH THAT THERE EXIST K£N, 0 < r S l 
and 
(3.2) 2 U/W^RW FOR ANY HÇX. 
F£F(K, A) 
THEN THERE EXISTS S~={TI}IIACZB(X) WITH 2 T Î T I - I X AND SUCH THAT SI IS SIMUL-
I(.A 
TANEOUSLY SIMILAR TO ST. 
IF 0 < r < 1, ONE CAN EVEN REQUIRE THAT ||7]||< 1 FOR ANY IÇA. 
Proof . Note that the condition (3.2) is equivalent to the condition 
(3.3) 2 AfAf S r i * . 
FI FIT, A.) 
By Proposition 3.1 there exists a family ^={T,}IIACB(X) with 2TI*TI-IX 
and such that SI is simultaneously similar to ST. If 0 < r < l , then there is e > l such that lie2* 2 A*FAF\\SL. Considering " F£F(K,A) ' 
Bi=eAi (t'€ A) we have 2 B*fBf—Ijr and by Proposition 3.1 there exists a 
KHk.A) 1 
family &={C,}I£AC:B(X) with ^ C f C . s V such that the family ÂÊ={BT}IIA 
I£A 
is simultaneously similar to Hence, SI is simultaneously similar to the family 
{71-},^, where IJ=(l/e)C, (/€ A). 
Remark 3.3. If SI={AT}^AG:B(X) and R(S/)<L, then the condition (3.2) 
of Corollary 3.2 is fulfilled. 
Coro l l a ry 3.4. IF S/={AI}IEACB(X) AND R(SI)=0 THEN FOR EVERY e>0, 
THERE IS A FAMILY ^={TI}IEAC:B(X) WITH 2T*TI-&IX SUCH THAT ^ « iÇA 
SIMULTANEOUSLY SIMILAR TO ST. 
Proof . For any e>0 we have R(E~1SI)=E~1R(SI)= 0, where E~1SI= 
= {E~1AI}IIA. Hence, r ( e - 1 j ^ ) < l and by Remark 3.3 and Corollary 3.2 there is 
a family #={C,} i e /1 with 2CTci-1jr such that e ^ s i is simultaneously similar 
¡e/i 
to Setting Y={TI}IIA where T^EC, (I£A) the proof is complete. 
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We now use these results for proving the following 
Propos i t ion 3.5. If and 2 AfAt is strongly con-HA 
vergent, then 
R{J) = i n f i l l s ( S - H ^ i S - ^ S ) ! ! 1 ' 2 } , 
where the infimum is taken for all invertible operators SdB(Ji?). 
Proof . First we show that for each invertible operator SEB(3V), R(s4)= 
=r(S-%j>fS), where S'^stS stands for the family {S,-1.(4iS'}i(:/1. By the definition 
of R(ST) we have 
inf{||5||1/k||5-1||1/'[|| 2 R(SF). 
Hence, r(sf)=r(S(S-1rfS)S-1)^r(S-1stS). Therefore, 
(3.4) r(sf) = rCS^j/S). 
Using Lemma 2.1 and (3.4) we obtain 
(3.5) R{*F) S inf {|| 2 ( S - ^ ^ ^ S " ^ ^ ) ! ! ^ } . s " j€/1 
According to Corollary 3.4, if r(sf)=0 and 0<£<1, then there is a family ST= 
= { T i } l U c S ( ^ ) with 2T,*Ti^s2IJi., A) such that Al=R~1TlR (/'€A) for HA 
an invertible operator R£B(3f). Therefore, 
|| 2 (RAiR-1)*(RAtR-*)\p**8 teA 
whence 
inf { | | g ( S - M ^ r i S - ^ S ) ! ! 1 ' 2 } = 0. 
If let us consider the family ¿S = {Bi}i€A where . f i ^ e / r ^ ) ) ^ , - , 
0<£<1, i£A. Since r(3S)< 1, by Remark 3.3 and Corollary 3.2 there exist a 
family e&={Ci}itA with 2 C * C i ^ I x and a positive invertible operator P£B(J^) i£A 
such that J?I = P - 1 C i P (i£ A). An easy computation shows that 
2(PAiP-y(PAiP~i) = (r(si)lef 2 ^ , HA HA 
whence 
r(st) ^ e l | 2 (PAP-riPAP- 1)H 1 ' 2 ^ einf { | | 2 ( s ^ s - ^ i s ^ s - 1 ) ! ^ } i£A s i£A 11 ' 
for every 0 < e < 1. Setting e — 1 it follows that 
(3.6) r ( i ) s inf { | | 2 ( S A ^ n s ^ s - 1 ) ^ } . 
The proof is complete. 
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